In the past 15 years a considerable number of studies have found evidence that it may be possible to prevent the onset of some mental disorders. Most evidence is available for depressive disorders, but a growing number of studies have focused on anxiety disorders and psychotic disorders. This paper reviews the studies which have examined the effects of preventive interventions on the incidence of mental disorders in people who do not meet criteria for a mental disorder at baseline. More than 20 studies have examined prevention of depressive disorders, and they have found an overall reduction in the incidence of about 25% compared with control groups. The problem of identifying the most optimal target groups for preventive interventions is also illustrated. This is a problem because most risk indicators have a low specificity, and most people with a risk indicator do not develop a mental disorder. Finally, this paper will show how other statistics, such as the exposure rate, the attributable fraction, and the number needed to treat can help in identifying the most optimal target groups for preventive interventions.
It is estimated that only half of the burden of the common mental disorders can be averted with existing treatment methods (both psychological and pharmacological) given maximized coverage (the number of people seeking treatment), clinician competence, and patient compliance with treatment. 5 If we want to reduce the burden of mental disorders further, we can either develop new treatment methods that are considerably better than existing ones, or we can develop preventive interventions that result in reductions of new cases. The option for preventive interventions has not been examined very thoroughly, although it can be regarded as a promising way to reduce the burden of psychiatric diseases. 5 Another reason why this research is so important is that it may increase our knowledge of the etiology of mental disorders. Until now, most mental disorders have been thought to be caused by multiple factors on different levels (physical, social, psychological), and it is not possible to predict which individual is going to develop the disorder and who is not. If it proves to be possible to prevent new cases of mental disorders, the interventions must somehow change the basic mechanisms that lead to the occurrence of the disorder. This review will first define exactly what prevention is. Then, the research on the effects of interventions on the prevention of the incidence of new cases of mental disorders will be summarized. Finally, the possibilities of developing personalized preventive interventions, using new epidemiological methods to identify the most important high-risk groups for prevention, will be described.
What is prevention?
In the definition of depression which is currently used by most researchers and practitioners, depression comprises all interventions which are conducted before subjects meet the formal criteria for a mental disorder (according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders. 4th ed, DSM-IV). 6 Curative interventions are given to persons who suffer from acute disorders, and maintenance treatments are given to patients with chronic disorders. In this spectrum of interventions, three types of prevention can be distinguished:
• Universal prevention is aimed at the general population or parts of the general population, regardless of whether they have a higher-than-average risk of developing a disorder. The best-known examples of universal prevention include school programs aimed at all students, whether they have an increased risk of developing a mental disorder or not, and mass-media campaigns, aimed at the general population.
• Selective prevention is aimed at high-risk groups, who
have not yet developed a mental disorder. High-risk groups include people who have recently experienced a stressful life event or who experience a chronic stressor, such as divorce, losing a family member through death, caring for an ill family member, and unemployment.
• Indicated prevention is aimed at individuals who have some symptoms of a mental disorder but do not meet diagnostic criteria. Indicated prevention is aimed at people who already suffer from some (depressive) symptoms.
Is prevention of mental disorders effective?
In the past few decades, several hundred controlled studies have examined the effects of mental health programs aimed at preventing mental health problems at school, 7, 8 substance use and abuse at school, 9 work-related stress, 10 distress among caregivers for the elderly, 11,12 child abuse, [13] [14] [15] and many other conditions. This considerable body of research has shown that some prevention programs in mental health are capable of strengthening protective factors, such as social skills, problem-solving skills, stress-management skills, prosocial behavior, and social support; that these programs can reduce the consequences of risk factors, psychiatric symptoms, and substance use; and that they may have positive economic effects. However, only a small proportion of these studies have focused on possibilities for actually preventing the onset of new cases of mental disorders. 6 In recent years, a growing number of studies have examined whether prevention programs are actually capable of reducing the incidence of cases of mental disorders as defined by diagnostic criteria. In these studies a standardized diagnostic interview at baseline is used to exclude the pretest presence of a full-blown depressive disorder and to C l i n i c a l r e s e a r c h
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attributable fraction ER exposure rate NNT number needed to treat OR odds ratio examine the incidence of depressive disorders at followup (again with a diagnostic interview). In the following, we will review these studies.
Prevention of depressive disorders
Most research has focused on the prevention of depressive disorders. Following the first studies conducted in the 1990s, [16] [17] [18] the number of studies has increased rapidly since 2000. We recently conducted a meta-analysis of these studies, 19 and found a total of nineteen studies in which subjects with a depressive disorder according to DSM criteria at baseline were excluded, and only subjects with no formal depressive disorder were included. All these studies examined whether the incidence rate of mental disorders was reduced in the recipients of preventive interventions compared with subjects who did not participate in such an intervention. We found that the overall incidence rate ratio was 0.78 (95% CI: 0.65~0.93). The incidence rate ratio is the incidence rate of developing a depressive disorder in experimental subjects relative to the incidence rate in control subjects. An incidence rate ratio of 0.78 indicates a reduction of the risk of developing a depressive disorder in the next year of about 22% compared with people in the control groups. This study indicates that prevention of new cases of depressive disorders is indeed possible, and could be a realistic strategy to reduce the enormous burden of these disorders, next to treatment of existing depressive disorders. Preventive interventions have been developed in several settings, including the school setting, prevention of postpartum depression in pregnant women, and prevention of depression in general medical disorders. A considerable number of studies has examined the possibilities of prevention in the school setting. 20, 21 However, most of these have only examined whether school programs are capable of reducing the overall level of depressive symptoms in students. Although this is interesting in its own right, and positive effects may be indicative of effects on depressive disorders, the results of these studies do not result in clear evidence of a preventive effect of these interventions on depressive disorders. Until now, only four studies have examined preventive interventions aimed at the reduction of the incidence of depressive disorders at school. 17, [22] [23] [24] Two studies used a universal intervention aimed at all students, regardless of whether they had an increased risk of developing a depressive disorder. 25, 26 In both studies, no significant effect on the onset of depressive disorders was found. In three studies, the effects of an indicated intervention were used examined, 17, 22, 24 and these had mixed results, with one study finding strong and significant effects on the incidence of new depressive disorders at 1-year follow-up. 17 Most interventions in the school setting, both universal and indicated, have used cognitive behavioral group interventions. There is also a considerable number of studies that have examined the possibilities of preventing postpartum depression (PPD), 27, 28 but again most of these studies did not use diagnostic criteria at pretest and post-test, to exclude women who already had a depressive disorder at pretest, and to examine the effects of prevention on the incidence. Most studies have used self-report measures, and have only examined whether the level of depressive symptoms have decreased in the prevention groups compared with control groups. Many of these studies used cognitive behavioral interventions, [29] [30] although other studies used psychoeducational interventions, 31 debriefing, 32 and interpersonal psychotherapy. 33, 34 A recent meta-analysis of studies on prevention of PPD did not find clear evidence that preventive interventions during pregnancy may reduce the incidence of postpartum depression. 27 This meta-analysis did not, however, focus on studies in which women who met diagnostic criteria for a depressive disorder were excluded at pretest, and in which the incidence of depression in treatment and control groups were established according to diagnostic criteria. In the earlier described meta-analysis, seven randomized controlled in which diagnostic instruments were used, could be included. These resulted in an incidence rate ratio of 0.65 (95% CI: 0.41~1.05; P<0.1). Another group of studies has focused on the prevention of depression in general medical disorders. Several groups of general medical patients have been examined in prevention studies, including adolescents with newly diagnosed epilepsy and subthreshold depression (but no major depressive disorder), 35 older patients with neovascular macular degeneration, 36 and stroke patients. 37 Three studies have examined the possibility of preventing depressive disorders in primary care. 16, 38, 39 Most studies in this field used cognitive behavior therapy 16, 35, 38 or problem-solving therapy as intervention. 36, 37 One of the studies in primary care used a stepped-care intervention. Such stepped-care interventions are inter- esting because they seem to have larger effects than single interventions (with a reduction of the incidence of 50%), 39 and because they devote most intervention time to those who need it most. In such a stepped-care approach, the first step is watchful waiting. This means that no specific intervention is conducted for 6 to 8 weeks, because many subclinical depressive symptoms recover spontaneously without intervention. In the second step, a guided self-help intervention is provided to patients. Guided self-help has been proven to be effective in the reduction of depressive symptoms, 40 and may be sufficient for some patients. If the guided self-help is not sufficient and patients continue to have depressive symptoms, a brief psychological intervention is provided, such as problem-solving therapy, or a brief cognitivebehavioral intervention. When this is not enough, patients are referred to specialized mental health care where they receive intensive treatment with antidepressant medication.
Prevention of other mental disorders
Although most research has examined the effect of prevention on the incidence of depressive disorders, a growing number of studies has examined the possibilities of preventing the onset of anxiety disorders and psychotic disorders in high-risk populations. A considerable number of studies has examined the possibility of preventing the onset of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) with debriefing interventions. 41 Unfortunately, many of these studies did not use diagnostic instruments to establish the presence of PTSD at follow-up. However, the studies that have been conducted seem to indicate that debriefing increases the risk of developing PTSD, instead of decreasing this risk. 41, 42 Several other studies have examined the possibilities of prevention of other anxiety disorders. In an early study among patients with panic attacks who visited the emergency room of a hospital, it was found that exposure therapy had better outcomes than reassuring them that there was no physical illness. 43 In a more recent study among persons with high levels of anxiety sensitivity, it was found that preventive training consisting of psychoeducation and behavioral exercises significantly reduced the risk of developing an anxiety disorder in the following 2 years. 44 In another study, it was found that the incidence of panic disorder in people with subthreshold panic attacks is lower at 6 months' follow-up in those who attended a 1-day preventive workshop compared with those on a waiting list. 45 In recent years, several studies have examined the effects of preventive interventions on the onset of psychotic disorders. [46] [47] [48] [49] In these studies, patients with subthreshold symptoms of psychotic disorders (without meeting full diagnostic criteria) are randomized to cognitive behavior therapy or a control condition. These studies show significant reductions of transition to psychotic episodes in those who have received the preventive interventions, compared with those in the control groups, although the longer-term effects are not so clear.
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Problems in identifying target groups for preventive interventions
In the preceding paragraphs it was shown that a considerable number of recent studies have examined the effects of preventive interventions on the incidence of mental disorders, and, when taken together, with considerable success. However, the success of these interventions depends very much on the selection of the right target populations. The first step in every intervention is to select a target population which has an increased risk of developing a mental disorder within the coming months or year. In the following paragraphs, we will explain why this selection of high-risk groups is very complicated, and present some recently developed methods in epidemiology to solve the problems in the selection of target groups.
In the past few decades, an enormous body of research has shown that many biological, psychological, and psychosocial risk indicators are associated with the onset of mental disorders. These include genetic factors, characteristics of personality, social economic status, stress and burden, urbanization, loneliness, life events, and somatic factors, such as complications during pregnancy, developmental disorders, neuroendocrinological factors, and general medical disorders. Note that we define these variables as risk indicators, and not as risk factors, as risk factors suggest that these are causally associated with the onset of depressive disorders. Risk indicators only indicate that there is an association between the variable and the onset, while no causal association is assumed. In principle, these risk indicators can be used to identify target groups for preventive interventions. In the next part of this paper, we will show that several groups of interventions actually have focused on such high-risk groups.
C l i n i c a l r e s e a r c h
Although many risk indicators are known to be associated with the onset of mental disorders, most of them have a low specificity. This low specificity implies that most subjects who are exposed to the risk factor do not develop the disorder, and that one such risk factor by itself is not sufficient to bring the disorder into being. 50, 51 Furthermore, most risk indicators are related to lifetime risk, while target populations for preventive interventions must have an increased risk at the shorter term. Suppose, for example, that the risk of developing a major depressive disorder in the general population is 2.5% in 1 year. 52, 53 If a high-risk group has a relative risk of developing a depressive disorder of 4.00, this will be highly significant (if the research population is large enough). However, this means that still only about 10% of the high-risk group will actually develop a depressive disorder, and about 90% will not. Many epidemiological researchers are satisfied after finding a highly significant relative risk of 4.00, but from the point of view of prevention this is clearly not enough. A high-risk group will probably be difficult to motivate for participation in a preventive program if only 10% eventually will develop the disorder, apart from the question of whether it is ethically acceptable to identify such a population as being "at risk" when most are in fact not at risk, or to intervene in such a population when for the vast majority of participants the intervention is not needed, and thus the time they spend on it is, in a sense, wasted. Furthermore, such an intervention is probably not very efficient or cost-effective, because the majority will never develop a disorder and the intervention has no preventive effect in this majority. From the perspective of preventive intervention research, this low specificity is also problematic because very large numbers of subjects are needed to provide sufficient statistical power for these intervention studies. 51 Suppose, for example, that we would be able to motivate people from the high-risk group (10% of whom will develop a mental disorder in the following year) to participate in a preventive intervention. In order to show that such an intervention is capable of reducing the incidence from 10% to 5% (a risk reduction of 50%), we would need about 950 persons in a controlled trial (assuming a statistical power of 0.80; alpha level 0.05; calculations in STATA/SE 8.2). Trials of this size are logistically complex, expensive, and have a high risk of failure.
Towards an improved method of identifying target groups for prevention
As previously stated, traditional indicators of the strength between a risk indicator and the incidence of a mental disorder are not sufficient when we want to identify the best target populations for preventive interventions and to develop personalized interventions. Improvements can be made by selecting target groups while using indices other than odds ratios (ORs), relative risks (RRs) or incidence rate ratios (IRRs) alone, and in particular by studying the cumulative effect of joint exposures to several risk indicators rather than the effect of a single risk indicator. The proposed method can be carried out in several steps. First, a set of significant risk indicators is identified such that each of them has a statistically significant impact on the likelihood that the disorder will develop. To do this any of the available measures of association for binary outcomes (OR, RR or IRR) can be used. Second, if an OR can be calculated, then it is also possible to say how many people are exposed to that risk indicator. Call this measure "exposure rate" (ER). For prevention the ER is important, because it tells us how many people have to be targeted by the preventive intervention. Clearly, smaller groups (smaller ER) are associated with less effort and hence lower costs of delivering the intervention. Third, with the OR and ER in hand one can calculate the population attributable fraction (AF). The AF indicates by how many percent points the current incidence rate of the mental disorder in the population could be reduced when the adverse effect of the risk indicator is completely blocked. [54] [55] [56] This equals the maximum possible health gain of a completely successful preventive intervention. Fourth, if the OR can be calculated, then it is also possible to obtain the risk difference (eg, under a linear probability model) and its inverse: the number needed to treat (NNT). In the context of these analyses the NNT can be interpreted as the number of people who should be the recipients of a preventive intervention to avoid the onset of the disorder in one person. Again we have to assume that the preventive intervention is completely successful in containing the adverse effect of the risk factor. This assumption is not realistic, but the NNT may still help to create a hierarchy of risk indicators to be targeted in prevention. 57, 58 The most straightforward method, which we use here for illustrative purposes, is to select significant predictors of incidence (with standard techniques such as logistic regression) after which all possible combinations of these significant risk indicators are explored in terms of maximizing the OR and AF, and minimizing ER and NNT associated with each of the joint exposures. We used this approach in a population-based sample of older adults, 54 and found that subjects with (subclinical) depressive symptoms, functional limitations, a small social network, and female gender comprised only 8% of the total population (ER) while 24.2% of the new incident cases could be attributed to this group (AF). The number of subjects from this population that would have to receive a preventive intervention in order to prevent one incident case (NNT) was 4 (assuming that the intervention is 100% successful). There is little doubt that these methods will help to identify the best target groups for preventive interventions in the near future and to develop personalized interventions. However, at this moment these methods have not yet been applied in intervention studies.
Conclusion
This paper is intended to illustrate why prevention of mental disorders is important. Reasons for its importance include its very high prevalence, incidence, disease burden, and its huge economic costs of depression. It is also important because current treatments can reduce the disease burden only to a limited extent, even when only evidence-based treatments are given and all patients receive such an intervention. In the past 15 years a growing number of studies has shown that interventions to prevent the onset of depressive disorders are probably effective, and can reduce the incidence by about one quarter. Prevention of anxiety disorders and psychotic disorders may also be effective, although the number of studies in these areas are lower. It is not clear whether these preventive interventions have actually prevented the onset of mental disorders altogether, or only delayed the onset. In both cases, however, the health benefits of preventive interventions are considerable.
In the next few years, the internet will probably provide new opportunities for the broad implementation of preventive interventions, because access is easy, cheap, and effective. Another important development is steppedcare interventions, which are interesting because they may have stronger effects than individual interventions and spend most resources on those who need it most. It has also been shown that traditional epidemiological research can not identify the best target populations for prevention. Relatively simple statistics, such as the exposure rate, the population attributable fraction, and the number needed to treat can be used to select those highrisk groups which are as small as possible, but explain as many of the new incident cases as possible. These methods will probably help in the further development of personalized preventive interventions. ❏ C l i n i c a l r e s e a r c h 
